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Multi Gas Clip Pump 
Infrared 
Compact multi gas detector with
internal sampling pump runs for up
to 5 days straight on one charge
due to low-power photometric
technology. Perfect for confined
space entry monitoring. Features:
calibration once yearly, infrared
sensor that is immune to poisoning
& doesn’t require oxygen to detect
gas, 75 ft. draw capability through
secure stainless steel gas inlet,
ergonomic design for optimum
comfort, easy one button operation
& fails to safe assuring protection.
Compatible with MGC Pump Dock
or MGC Pump Wall Mount Dock.

Tests for combustible gases (LEL), 
H2S, CO and O2

Also available in pellistor & 2 gas versions, specs vary

Single Gas Clip
Eliminate downtime with this ultra-
reliable portable gas detector. It
meets all needs with adjustable
alarm set points & real-time gas
reading capability. Each detector
is quality tested to ensure day after
day dependable performance.
Compatible with the industry’s
easiest to use docking stations the
SGC Dock or SGC Wall Mount Dock.

Tests for H2S, CO or O2

Single Gas Clip Plus 
When this durable detector is
not in use, the life extending
hibernate mode allows the
detector’s life clock to be stopped
temporarily. There is no minimum
hibernation time required in order
to extend the detector’s life, so
every minute hibernated is a
minute saved. Compatible with 
SGC Dock or SGC Wall Mount Dock.

Tests for H2S or CO

Compatible Docking Stations 
Save time & gas - bump test 4 detectors at once in less than a minute.

Snap in and push a button, it’s that easy!
Simple to use docking stations each feature a built-in gas cylinder

compartment with regulator & pressure gauge for quick & efficient
bump testing & calibrating. Removable 4 GB USB logs bump tests,

calibrations & events for analysis anytime & can be used to easily
perform firmware updates & detector feature customization.

Rechargeable lithium battery allows for complete portability,
charging cord included. Docks are housed in rugged Pelican cases that

go where you need them to go. Wall Mount Docks can be set on a
surface or mounted in a convenient location.

Docks and Wall Mount Docks are available for Multi Gas Clip,
Multi Gas Clip Pump and Single Gas Clip/Single Gas Clip Plus.

Multi Gas Clip 
Infrared 
The only multi gas detector that
can run continuously for 2 months
without a recharge due to
advanced infrared technology.
Infrared sensor is immune to
poisoning and detects toxic gas
even in inert environments.
Features: one year calibration
cycle, easy one button operation &
fails to safe to assure protection.
Compatible with the simple to
operate MGC Dock or
MGC Wall Mount Dock.

Tests for combustible gases (LEL), 
H2S, CO and O2

Also available in pellistor & 2 gas versions, specs vary
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